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Layoffs and budget cu~ niade 
to prepare for 94-95 fiscal year 
Amy Everitt 
Staff Reporter 
Imagine it. St. Patrick's Day. People 
wearing green, laughing, singing, and 
telling Irish Folk tales. But on Thurs-
day, March 17, 1994 the playing of the 
bagpipes was drown out by a more 
somber message. A picture of Regis as 
the Grim Reaper and twenty six crosses 
bearing the names of employees who 
had been laid off filled the quad. 
"It was not an act of protest," said one 
of the organizers of the display, "we 
just wanted to show support for these 
people, as well as inform the students as 
to what was going on. The students 
have a right to know." 
But even without the display in the 
quad, many of the students did know, 
because of an article run in the Denver 
Post on Wednesday, March 11. An 
anonymous informant called the Post 
claiming that Regis was in financial 
trouble because they had spent too much 
money preparing for the Pope. This 
however is completely unb1le. 
"We're looking ahead fornext year," 
says President Fr. Michael Sheeran. 
"Regis has not had the growth that it bas 
bad in the past ten years, and we bad to 
change our budget to better meet the 
needs of the areas of the University that 
are growing." 
As for spending too much money on 
the Pope, Regis received a $10.6 mil-
lion bond issue to be used for making 
renovations on campus. "We began 
making these renovations before we 
even knew the Pope was coming," says 
Paul Brocker of the University's Public 
Relations office. The cuts were made 
for the 94-95 fiscal year- the one that is 
to come. The cuts had nothing to do 
with trying to save money to pay off 
debts. In fact, Regis has had nineteen 
years "in the black." 
The decision to make these changes 
in the budget was made on Friday, 
March 4 and most employees were 
notified as soon as possible, but their 
salaries will continue until June 30. 
This gives them more time to look for a 
job that is created at Regis by natural 
attrition, or elsewhere. 
These employees are also entitled to 
counseling sessions from Regis Em-
ployee Assistance Program. A provi-
sion was also made to allow those family 
members of employees who are attend~ 
ing Regis to keep their Employee Tui-
tion Grant for a year longer in order to 
finish their degree. 
Father Sheeran has been making vis-
its and having meetings with Regis 
staff to help them understand the deci-
sions that have been made and to hear 
their concerns. 
This will be better for the students in 
the long run. There has been a shift to 
put more faculty in the areas that are 
growing such as the Business Division 
and the Nursing Program, and cut costs 
in some of the services that Regis pro-
vides. Conttary to many rumors, the 
layoffs are complete. As Father Sheeran 
states, "We contemplate no further elimi-
nation of positions this year." 
Spring Telefund: 
It's that time again 
Regis faculty, staff, students, and alumni volunteer to raise money 
by Mario Eason 
Staff Reporter 
"Hello. Is Mr. Joe Smith home? This 
is Mo Student and I am a sophomore at 
Regis University. How are you? I am 
calling on behalf of our annual telefund 
this evening. The fund goes towards 
expanding Regis and supplying students 
with scholarships. I was wondering if 
you would like to pledge an amount this 
evening? .... Thank you and have a good 
evening." 
This is the dialogue that is commonly 
beard through the night in room 133 of 
Main Hall. Monday through Thursday, 
devoted students faculty, staff and alUIIllli 
have joined in the race to raise 
$450,000.00by June 7, 1994. This race 
is more commonly known as Telefund. 
Telefund is an event held annually at 
Regis to raise money for scholarships 
and to help expand Regis wherever there 
is a need. The expansion helps to keep 
Regis students working with updated 
materials and resources. Last year, due 
to the success of Telefund, Regis re-
ceived new computers, research serv-
ices and several students were able to 
attend Regis for another year. 
Robert Schmitz, Vice President of 
Development and Public Affairs was 
the Alumni Director when he started 
Telefund in 1980 to supplement the 
direct mailing to alumni and parents. 
This more personal touch gave a con-
siderable boost to the number of contri-
butions made. 
Telefund allows Regis to keep in touch 
with alumni. This is a tool for alumni to 
talk with current students. Students 
from the class of 1936 to the class of 
1993 are asked to support Regis. Con-
tributions are anywhere from $1 to $1,000 
from Regis College alumni, Loretto 
Heights alUIIllli, School For Professional 
Studies alumni, School for Health Care 
Professions alumni, and parents of pres-
ent students and alumni. 
Many are skeptical about the success 
of Telefund but approximately 
$415,000.00 has already been raised. 
There is a fall and a spring telefund in 
which an individual goal is set for each. 
This spring, a goal was set for $100,000. 
They are currently at $41,000. If their 
goal is reached it will put them well 
over the top. Telefund is proof that 
Regis will always need your help. 
The fall telefund consists of volun-
teer callers. At this time mostly fac-
ulty, staff and alumni are the volun-
teers. In the Spring, students are asked 
to participate in the Telefund. Amy 
Hughes reported that this is the first 
time in about five years that students 
are getting payed for their work, in-
stead of worlcing as a volunteer. Hughes, 
Director of Annual Funds and coordi-
nator of Telefund, added that "Having 
the students call is better. Some of the 
alums love to bear from students, they 
feel close to the students because they 
can relate." 
The Development office put in a 
collective effort. The Alumni Depart-
ment, Annual Fund Department, Foun-
dations Department, Corporations 
Department, and the Research Depart-
ment all are housed in the Develop-
ment Office. Jennifer Lupo, Assistant 
Director of Activities and Programs, 
and John Newton, Assistant Director of 
Alumni and Parent Relations, are work-
ing with Telefund i~ an effort to help 
bring in alumni volunteers to partici-
pate in the drive. The departments 
work together to create a unique rela-
tionship. 
Hughes added that the students gain 
an understanding of Telefund and in 
the future when they get that same call 
from another student they can remem-
ber the wok put into calling for pledges. 
"The main ones that keep Telefund 
going are the students." 
All of the food is donated. A few of 
the community supporters are Amichi's, 
Taco Bell and Safeway. Robert Waxman 
and Bank 1 One are two of the prize 
contributors. 
However, time bas not run out to 
show your Regis support. Telefund 
will continue until April 7. There have 
been open chairs, anyone can just drop 
in. If you would like to help with 
Telefund and have questions call Amy 
Hughes at extension 1827. Otherwise 
stop by room 133 in Main Hall around 
5:45, Monday through Thursday till 
April 7. 
,._ 
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The Regis Scene 
On the Quad: 
President Clinton and Whitewater 
opinions compiled by Andreatta Grisenti 
photos by Heather Baniszewski 
"Whitewater is a scandal. But we're all human 
and make mistakes, and the whole thing takes 
our minds off more important issues. It's not so 
much that Clinton did something wrong but that 
he covered up what he did, and that looks bad." 
--Jenni Rottman 
"Whitewater has been blown out of proportion. 
It's a scandal to make Clinton look bad. I'm a 
Republican, and I say leave him alone, and let 
him run the government.• 
--Kevin Catron 
"I don't know all the facts about Whitewater, but 
I'm against government. If Clinton did some-
thing wrong, he should be prosecuted. He 
shouldn't have special privileges." 
--Alex Anderson 
Susan Robertson, Jodi Noller and Pam Kinler paid their respects at Matt Klene's memo-
rial service in the cafeteria on March 16. 
Andreatta Grisanti/Highlander 
Fr. Michael Sheeran helped stop a purse snatcher while visiting 
some of his former students in Washington, D. C., last month. 
He and the students pursued the culprits on foot and alerted the 
police. The cops pulled out of an alley and tackled the sus-
pects. · One escaped, and the other was caught with the evi-
dence. 
Andreatta GrisentVHlghlander 
Philosophy professor Tom Duggan did 
his annual performance of Irish folk 
songs on St. Patrick's Day in the pub. 
Andreatta GrisentVHlghlander 
March 31, 1994, ffighlander, Page 3 
Wake-Up Week speakers provide insights 
by Amy Everitt 
Staff Reporter 
Monday, March 21 kicked off the 
Annual Regis Wake-Up Week. This 
year's topic was health care, and the 
entire week focused on how health care 
affects us and our futures. 
Monday at lunch, Katie Purtle of the 
Colorado AIDS project spoke with stu-
dents about the costs of AIDS on health 
care. She talked about AIDS patients 
and how difficult it is for them to get 
health care, and once they do have it, 
bow companies can put caps on how 
much money can be spent. This was a 
fascinating discussion of how AIDS 
affects our insurance cost. 
Tuesday's lunch included a discus-
sion with Father Jim Richards of the 
Regis F.conomics department and the 
College Republicans. Fr. Jim (who is 
not an Republican) explained the real 
costs of health care and how that cost 
affects our economy as a whole. 
The keynote speech was given by 
former Colorado Governor Richard 
Lamm. He shared his views on the 
elderly and health care. He also had a 
lively discussion afterwards about what 
could be done to protect our future. 
The buffet lunch on Wednesday in-
cluded a discussion with Colorado Sena-
tors Sally Hopper and Don Mares, and 
Representative Mike Coffman. The 
three legislators gave their views on 
Former Colorado Governor Richard Lamm was the keynote speaker during Wake-Up Week held March 
21-23. The year's activities focused on health care. 
where health care is headed for Colo-
rado in the future. 
The week was closed with Dr. Con-
ger's address. He discussed basic health 
care and the different types. He ex -
plained HMO's and shared the doctors' 
point of view on the new health care 
plans. 
Over all, Wake-Up week was a big 
success. PAC culture/lecture chair 
Desiree Sanchez was impressed with 
the speakers. She comments, "I thought 
Heather BanlszewskU Highlander 
the speakers all did a very nice job. 
They were very informative. I only 
wish more people could have attended 
the events." 
All of the speakers helped the Regis 
Community see into their future. 
Model League comes to. Regis for first time 
by Timothy Kazmerskl 
Guest Reporter 
For the first time in the Model League 
of Arab State's more than decade-long 
history, Regis acted as the host univer-
sity for the event this Spring. On March 
3-5, while many Regis student were 
studying for mid-terms and acting fran-
tically to get papers turned in before 
Spring Break, over 100 students visit-
ing from University of Colorado at 
Denver, Air Force Academy, Metro, 
and other universities were busy debat-
ing in the role of the Arab state each 
represented. 
The Model League of Arab States 
was created by and continues to be 
sponsored by the National Council on 
U.S.ArabRelations,anon-profitgroup 
based in Washington D.C. which is 
dedicated to improving understanding 
and friendship between Americans and 
Arabs. Jane Delay, a liaison from the 
National Council and coordinator of 
the models who, in fact, did her mas-
ter's thesis on the dynamics of the simu-
lation, was able to attend the Regis event 
and help things out with her expertise. 
"Because of the smaller size of these 
committees," Delay said, "students par-
ticipating at the Regis Model will have 
an opportunity to fine-tune their work. I 
expect that the fmal drafts of the resolu-
tions turned out by each committee will 
be of especially high caliber." 
Delay's expectations were realized since 
the resolutions submitted by commit-
tees to the General Assembly Summit at 
theendoftheconference were generally 
recognized to be of paramount quality. 
The ideas formulated in committees 
manifested themselves in creative and 
thoughtful resolutions which ranged from 
the Cultural Affairs Committee dele-
gate from Oman, Regis student Stuart 
Chandler, urging the League to create 
an Arab World Cup soccer team to the 
Economic Affairs Committee delegate 
from Libya, Air Force Academy cadet, 
Rob Renfro' s request that the League of 
Arab States proliferate more incentives 
for the creative acquisition of water in 
dry regions. However, one topic was 
give special consideration by every dele-
gate who participated - peace in the 
Middle East. 
The recent massacre at a Mosque in 
Hebron compounded by the outbreaks 
of violence in New Jersey make the 
peace process an especially relevant topic 
for an event such as this. The pleas to 
end violence in the Middle-East made 
by public political figures were echoed 
by students who participated in the Regis 
Model. Marc Francis, a Regis student 
who participated in the Political Affairs 
Committee said, "It is imperative for 
anybody with an interest in the world 
beyond his own backyard to at least turn 
an eye to the efforts being made to solve 
the Palestinian problem and bring peace 
to the Middle-East." Senior Dan Hat-
trup, who served as Chair of the Political 
Affairs Committee shared Marc's senti-
ment and said, with his inimitable blunt-
ness and simplicity, that the violence 
was "Stupid." 
Despite the serious shadow that dele-
gates were under, all agreed that the 
Regis Model was an enjoyable experi-
ence which was well-executed by those 
who organized it. Peter Perkins, Regis 
Senior, served as Secretary General. 
Other Regis participants included Anne-
Marie Marti, Joe Herschfeld, David 
Hirsch, Peggy Stalp, Angelika Clyburn, 
Ben Kingslely, Chris Cummins, Elaine 
Frazier, Fawwaz Alghurair, Salem 
Alghurair, Mike Browri, Stuart Chan-
dler and Ellen Perkins. Special kudos 
should go to Dr. Frantz-Murphy who 
undertook the unenviable task of or-
chestrating the gargantuan event. Even 
in the face of the myriad obstacles to 
overcome in planning such a confer-
ence, most of which usually tend to 
surface at the last minute, Dr. Frantz-
Murphy held fast to her plans without 
so much as blinking. She helped to 
provide the student who participated 
with and enjoyable, interesting, and 
educational weekend which they won't 
forget. Thanks from us all! 
For more information about partici-
pating in future models, contact either 
Dr. Frantz-Murphy or somebody you 
know who has participated. 
KRCX Rockin' Regis Radio 
. ;{-
Listen Up to 590 AM ~;.,;. 
l 
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Editorials 
"What is a nice white boy like you 
doing in a place like this?," I ask 
myself. 
Palm Sunday at Our Lady of 
Guadalupe: the Church is overflow-
ing, we are standing in the aisle. The 
stained glass wall behind us provides 
an occasional back rest, and it is 
enough. 
After two minutes, I have forgotten 
that we should have arrived earlier: 
from our unhappy vantage point I can 
look out and see all the beautiful 
faces. I can hear the restless babies 
and the palm branches waving around 
all over the place. Like a drunken fly 
on the wall, I begin to soak it all in. 
Marshall ("don't call me Father") 
tells the crowd to move forward. 
"Come, sit down on the stairs here, 
move in around the altar. We want 
everyone to be able to see." 
They are reenacting the Passion of 
Jesus this morning. A stage has been 
placed above and behind the altar. 
Music drifts into the air and rises, 
filling the sanctuary. And then it 
begins. 
The Jewish Sanhedrin sets the tone: 
three Hispanic men in robes and 
sandals are arguing in forceful 
Spanish. One of them shouts out a 
phrase which I understand: "This 
Jesus must die!" 
A boy in the pew across from us 
reaches over, and My Linh offers him 
a palm branch. He folds it and turns it 
around in his small hands. A moment 
later he has shaped the palm into a 
Regis University 
Highlander 
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each run date, unless other arrange-
ments have been ~ade. 
crucifix, and he gives it back to her. 
And now the tall, somber Jesus is 
bent over, washing the feet of Peter, 
who protests. Judas escapes the 
scene. Jesus walks down the stairs 
and kneels. He is in the Garden. 
All the people who have crowded 
onto the stairs at the front of the 
Church are now surrounding the actor 
who is Jesus. A little girl sits right at 
his side, fidgeting and watching him. 
Indeed, all of us here are packed 
into this too-small place, fidgeting 
and watching Jesus. As my eyes drift 
over the crowd, I seem to disappear 
into them, these mysterious people. 
I remember meeting them in 
Mexico, where they welcomed Regis 
students into their homes. I have seen 
them on 32nd Avenue, gathering 
outside their family bakeries and 
shops at all hours of the day and 
night. I have seen their teenagers 
piling out of North High School, out 
into the streets and parks every 
afternoon. 
When night falls, some of them take 
buses downtown and disappear into 
the high-rises, making their living by 
cleaning office buildings -- some do 
. the same for Regis. For their time 
they receive about the same wage as a 
summer job at Taco Bell. 
For most of them, Denver is home. 
They have been here for generations. 
they like it here. They vote. They are 
Broncos fans. They have a priest who 
speaks their language. 
And now I watch as Jesus is being 
lifted off the cross. The men raise 
him on their shoulders and carry his 
limp body down the center aisle. In 
slow motion he passes right through 
the crowd, through the faces and 
hands and palm branches. 
I am crying. 
"What is a nice white boy like you 
doing in a place like this?" 
"Falling in love," I reply.' 
Editorial Rebuttal: 
"You Can Trust The Government--
Just Ask a Whale or an Indian" 
. of place today, but without one, 
"If Bill Clinton succeeds 10 thing we need to do will get 
building a new D~~~c Party that :~ne" (Washington Monthly -Jan I, 
is genuinely centrist, it ~ill~ ~ood 1994) 
for the country. _If he !ails, it will be And to address the idea of 
good_ for Republicand~· tl from the morality in the Oval Office, I might 
This quote came tree Y b · p 
winter 1993 edition of Policy suggest that ~e Repu _ lican arty 
• tt· magazm· e call upon their collective memory to Review, a conserva ve 
published by the Heritage Founda- not ~nly Iran-C~ntra (and the 
lion, and is a prime example of the ensumg ~ard~~g ~y ~eorge Bush 
rationale of conservativism. It would o~ those mv~ ve , sllllp Y to cover 
seen there is no concern for the good his own behmd) but also the Re.-
of the country as a whole, just the ~an-~ush su~ported drug runrung 
h·t per-class who run big 10 Latin Amenca It seems some-w i e, up . ·ca1 . 
business. This is the group that what ~ypocnti to question one 
bel. s in inequality except, of party s morals when Nancy Reagan ieve , · al l · · 
urse if it is wielded their way (as can go on nation te ev1sion to 
~rgher'taxes for the rich). They want cond~mn drug use, all the while 
government to stay our of their knowmg her husband was respon-
business and then turn around and sible for an enormous amount of 
use the ;overnment to pass a law drugs entering this counh?'. Talk 
prohibiting homosexual rights. You about a cover-u~ by ~e Firs_t Lady!! 
try to figure it out. If moral defici~ncy 1s ~ cnme than 
In the last installment of the High- nearly everyone 10 Washmgton 
lander, the College Republicans pub- should be locked up. It does no one 
lished and article claiming: 1) that any good to bash one party or the 
the moral character of a president is other. If Clinton is guilty of any-
important and should not be over- thing in Whitewater, then his time 
looked, and 2) that conservatives are will come. But if we are going to 
not insensitive and are really caring. condemn him because he' s had 
Isn't that latter coming a little too affairs, then are we to posthumously 
close to what that egocentric clown condemn FDR, Eisenhower, JFK, 
Rush Limbaugh calls "bleeding-heart and any other president who has 
liberalism"? Sounds a lot like Bob been unfaithful? I think it's time we 
Dole claiming that he wants health grow up and realize that what's 
care reform two months after stating important is the good of the country, 
(in response to Clinton's state-of-the- not trying to discredit some one just 
Union address) that there was no because they're either a Democrat 
need for any such reform. or Republican. This kind of childish 
Perhaps there is really no solid behavior is to affront to our collec-
conservative platform. As Washing- live dignity. Have people forgotten 
ton conservative editorialist Jon how to think for themselves? 
Meacham says, "a voice of selfless-
ness and consensus might sound out David Neale ,r 
Regis undergraduate questions layoffs 
Dear Editor, 
I am writing this letter to you in 
hope of gaining a better understanding 
of the recent events which climaxed 
in the layoffs of many hardworking 
and devoted individuals, as well as the 
termination of some vital offices. As 
a student, I feel that I was kept in the 
dark by the administration here, as 
· virtually no official announcement 
was made to the student body regard-
ing this issue. 
An outsider, on the sole basis of 
hearing some of the positions and 
offices terminated as a result of these 
cuts, might begin to wonder if any 
consideration was taken for the 
students' interests. Sometimes it 
seems to be forgotten that the mission 
of a school is to act in the best 
interests of its students. As a result of 
these layoffs, several key positions 
were removed. Some of these 
positions were vital to the well- being 
of Regis students. 
Take, for example, Bret Hann, 
whose contributions to Regis have 
been far more than most other staff 
members have given. In his first year 
here, he managed to bring the Writing 
Program to a new level of commit- . . 
ment by providing more extensive 
help for students with papers. In his 
second year, he helped to organize a 
highly successful Freshman Seminar 
program, in conjunction with several 
other outstanding faculty and staff 
members. In addition, this year he 
also helped get a rugby club off the 
ground. 
Another example of an important 
position being terminated is that of 
the Academic Advising Office. The 
Office has provided help, guidance, 
and reassurance to many students, 
many of whom would otherwise be in 
serious trouble. Given these cutbacks, 
it is difficult to believe that either of 
these departments will be able to 
devote the same amount of time 
previously given to students. This is 
what makes me, for one, question the 
amount of consideration shown for the 
interests of the students. 
I also find these layoffs particularly 
hard to grasp given the current 
amount of money being spent on 
things of questionable value. Al-
though I realize that you do not decide 
how money is spent here, it is an 
appropriate time to bring to light 
some of the things upon which my 
money as a tuition-paying under- . 
graduate has been spent. Was it really 
necessary to relocate all of the faculty 
mficestoCarrollHall?Wbywas 
O'Conne_ll Hall completely renovated, 
but only 10 the public areas and not . 
the individual rooms where students 1D 
live? If tuition is being increased over 
the next year, why are we as students 
paying more and receiving less in 
terms of people and offices willing to 
help us? Obviously, when such a de-
cision is made about the University, it 
is only right that the students, without 
whom the University would have no 
purpose, be kept well informed about 
the matters surrounding the decision. 
Unfortunately, this has not been the 
case. 
I am asking the Academic Dean of 
Regis College for a simple explana-
tion. There are many unanswered 
questions that have come up, and as a 
student who pays a hefty tuition fee 
every year for the privilege of attend-
ing school here, I feel that my fellow 
students and I are owed an explana-
tion for the cuts made. I would 
especially like to know the criteria 
used to decide a person or depart-
ment's worth to the students, and why 
the students were not notified by 
means of an announcement or some 
other form of official notice as to 
what has occurred. Although I realize 
that the past few weeks have proven 
hectic for the Regis community, it 
still troubles me that such drastic 
action was taken without even 
informing the student body. 
Sincerely, 
James A. Johmon 
Jesuit responds to Highlander 
omission -in memorial 
Dear Editor, 
As an inveterate reader of The 
Highlander, let me thank you for your 
reportage of the Memorial Service 
held on campus for a close and dear 
friend of mine, Matt Klene, and for 
publishing the fine column on Matt by 
Chris Pramuk. 
I wish I could thank you for having 
printed Matt's Prayer. But the 
wording of the prayer, as it stands 
printed in the March 18, 1994 
Highlander, on page 5, does Matt a 
disservice. The last sentence of the 
prayer, as printed in the Highlander, 
reads: 
Please help me, though, to have the 
strength to do what you want me to do 
in my life, to be like Simon and his 
friends and leave everything to you. 
Matt's original prayer reads: "and 
leave everything to follow you." 
The Highlander version means, I 
would suggest, to entrust one's life, in 
faith, to God's Providence. 
Matt's original prayer has to do with 
the call of Jesus in the Gospels to 
radical discipleship. I knew Matt 
well; I know that, while Matt wished 
to entrust his life in faith to God's 
Providence, the much more central 
and immediate issue for him in the 
quest which occupied him in the last 
year of his life was Jesus' call to 
radical discipleship. 
I hope, and trust, that the High-
lander's omission of the key word 
"follow" was unintentional. Gaffes 
like that can occur in great newspa-
pers. A deliberate editorial omission 
of the key word "follow" would, of 
course, raise an ethical issue, espe-
cially since Matt isn't on hand to 
object to a significant change having 
been made in a prayer which came 
from his depths. 
The Highlander staff might ask 
itself whether it owes an apology for 
this significant distortion to its 
readership, and to Matt Klene. 
Sincerely, 
Vincent J. O'Flaherty, S.J. 
Editor's Note: The Highlander staff 
apologizes to anyone offended by the 
unintentional omission of the word 
"follow" in Matt's Prayer printed in 
the last issue of the Highlander. The 
prayer should have read as follows: 
Gracious God help me to always be 
aware of and grateful for the fact that 
you have filled my net to its splitting 
point. 
Your graciousness is nothing less 
than amazing. 
I am like Simon and his friends who 
are afraid. 
Please help me, though, to have the 
strength to do what you want me to do 
in my life, to be like Simon and his 
friends and leave everything to follow 
you. 
Amen. 
Outrage over recent protest 
Dear Editor, 
I was greatly saddened and affected 
by the recent loss of one of our fellow 
students. Words are hard to come by 
when a tragedy such as this occurs. 
Fmding a sense of peace and under-
standing is even more difficult. 
Walking through the quad trying to 
find some peace, I came across a 
display that I found to be so revolting. 
What I saw was a cardboard 
rendition of the Grim Reaper holding 
a sickle, that was embossed with the 
word REGIS. This reaper was over-
looking a number of crosses with 
various names on them. Were these 
, 
names of past students who died 
ttagically? Was this a make-shift 
memorial to our current feelings of 
loss? No. This was an untimely, 
grossly sophomoric type of protest. 
The names on the crosses were of the 
living! My eyes scanned the crosses. 
My stomach turned. 
I do not know what this macabre 
diorama was about or what it was 
supposed to mean, but it left me cold. 
It left me angry. I know I am not the 
only person who feels this was a 
tasteless attempt at upstaging a ttagic 
young death. 
Joel Schrader 
The Highlander Newspaper 







The Highlander will now pay you for articles. 
Articles must be one page, single-spaced and 
turned in on the deadline date by 12 noon to the 
Highlander office in the basement o~ the S~dent 
Center. Authors of quality, well-wntten articles 
will be paid from $5 to $7. For more information 
call Tillie at X4152. 
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The Clintons' health care plan is the 
most recent exemplification of 
urealistic, dictatorial regulation of the 
market economy. Their central-
political economic approach thruough 
new, heavy taxation and social health 
care are overt violations of classical 
economics, and theories of capitalism. 
When observing Clinton's ideas for 
American health care, it is clear that 
never before has an administtation 
tried to de facto natioalize so much of 
the American economy. 
But what is particularly upsettin 
about nationalized health care 
proposed by the Clintons is that it 
comes at a time when the market is 
seemingly correcting the problems. 
Drug companies, probieders of health 
insurance, hospitals, doctors, and 
other realms of the American health 
care industry·have been revising their 
practices - providing remedies to teh 
so called "crisis" that some de-
manded. Major American, and even 
European drug manufactureres have 
not increased prices in months. And 
in some cases, prices have even 
dropped. Insurers have begun drastic 
efforts to expand their markets, 
reachin millinons of more affordable 
prices. Hospitals and doctors are 
reforming their practices internal•y 
through efforts to increase efficiency 
and effectiveness. These reforms, 
such as cost cutting efforts, prevention 
programs. and early detection 
screeening have become widespread 
throughout the country, and in many 
cases standard. And now, thousands 
of small to middle sized businesses 
are joining health insurance group 
plans. Plans, at a much lower price, 
cover the employees of businesses 
that could not afford coverage 
independently. 
While these changes and asaptations 
have occurred, .the Clintons have not 
responded. The thrust for government 
intervention continues, headed by teh 
Clintons' powerful propagandists of 
socialistic solutions, such as Harold 
lches, the presidentioal medicine man. 
Expectedly, Republicans in congress, 
especially Senator Bob Dole, have 
fought to maintain the exisition con-
gressional and public doubt over the 
Clintonian plan. Doubt, meaning 
there will continue to be questioning 
over the necessity of the plan and its 
governmental magnitude. Even 
Democrats within congress feel dis-
turbingly uneasy over the Clintons' 
proposed ideas and policies. The 
resul within congress is that no fewer 
than five congressional committees 
will write theri own health care bills -
each one with its own ideas. 
These misgivings in congress only 
exemplify the opinions of the Ameri-
can public. And what becomes even 
more troubling is that the Clintons, 
through their propaganda, are resum-
ing their efforts to revive support for 
the "Plan". Troubling, because if 
nationalized health care is supposedly 
so demanded, why must Hillary and 
Bill flatter the public, and solicit 
congressional support? 
Once again, the College Republicans 
welcome any comments or feedback. 
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What's Happening at REGIS???? 
You are invited to the 
Inaugural 
Ball 
WHEN? April 8, 9:30-1:30 
Parkside Suites 
1859 York Street 
Denver, CO 80206 
Tickets are on sale at the info booth in the Student 
Center 
•• ,..,..,..,, •• 
, SPRING INTRAMURAL ' 
~ SCHEDULE ~ 
' 
Coed Night Bowling: 
' ~ Four per team (at least 2 women) ~ 
' 
Sign-ups begin: February 28 
' 
League starts March 14 
~ Men's and Women's Raquet-ball ~ 
' ' 
Sign-ups begin: February 28 . 
~ League starts March 14 ~ 
' 
Coed Walleyball 
' ~ Sign-ups begin: February 28 ~ League starts March 14 
' ' ~ Sign-ups will be held in the student center~ 
-.r between 12 and 1 pm . 
' ' •• ,..,..,..,. •. 
,-1 n.- , 
If arthritis 
is just minor aches 
and pains, why is it 
the number one 
crippling disease 
in America? 
A Your Source 
~ forHelp 
•• and Hope,< 
l-8()()-.i75-6-U7 ~i~f);g~" 
Campus Ministry cordially invites the Regis Com-
munity to celebrate the high holy days of the 
Christian calendar: Holy Week. These liturgies 
receive extra special attention in prayer, music, 
and environment and for the past six years they 
have provided a fine way to observe the mysteries 
central to the Christian Faith. 
HOLY THURSDAY 
MARCH 31 LIFE DIRECTIONS CENTER 
8:00 p.m. Mass of the Lord's Supper/Feet 
washing Ceremony 
9:30 p.m. Midnight Exposition of Blessed 
Sacrament in Regis Chapel 
GOODFRIDAY 
APRIL 1 REGIS CHAPEL 
1-3:00 p.m. Chapel open for prayer and 
reflection 
8:00 p.m. Ecumenical Evening Service 
HOLY SATURDAY 
APRIL 2 LIFE DIRECTIONS CENTER 
8:00 p.m. Easter Vigil with Paschal Fire 
and Sacrament of Confirmation 
EASTER SUNDAY 
APRIL 3 LIFE DIRECTIONS CENTER 
11 :00 a.m. (ONLY) Mass of Easter Morn-
ing 










SUMMER AT LOYOLA 
FIRST SESSION 
6 weeks beginning May 23 
SECOND SESSION 
6 weeks beginning July 5 
1 [}ay, evening or weekend classes. 
1 Cour,es in Business, Arts and . Sciences, Education, Nursing. 
1 All 00ur,es are applicable to 
Loyola University degrees. 
I Cla.§('5 at Lake Shore Campus 
(Sheridan Road at Devon), Water 
Tower Campus (North Michigan 
Avenue), Medical Center Campus 
(Suburban Maywood). 
I Register using any Touch-Tone 
telephone. 
TIIE SUMMER SESSIONS 
Loyola University Chicago 
820 North Michigan Avenue 
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To receive your free copy of the 
1994 Bulletin of The Summer 
Sessions, return coupon or call I l.oyola isan equal q,pMUllily~ Sf l 









FROM START TD RNISH! 





~ ,,.6 9 ·" 
~--" - "!, 
Movies will be shown in L1e Jdcnce 
Amp. at 9 P.M. 




soo-1000 camp positions 
available 
Staff Referral Services 
provides a network of 
camps, now hiring. 
Applications at Career 
Services 
*EX1RA INCOME '94* 
Earn $200-$500 weekly mailing 
1994 Travel brochures. For more 
information send a self addressed 
stamped envelope to: Travel 
Network, P.O. Box 612530, 
Miami, FL 33161. 
Ad reps wanted for the 1994-95 
school year. If interested, call 
Lisa at X4152. 
The Word Wizzard 
Custom presentation writing 
for business and academic 
success. Proofing, Editing, 
Finished Copy. Call Anita 
Churches at 422-4000. 
Earn $500 - $1000 
weekly stuffing enve-
lopes. For details -
RUSH $1.00 with 
SASE to: 
GROUP FIVE 
57 Greentree Deive, 
Suite 307 
Dover, DE 19901 
Advertising Policies: 
The Highlander will not accept 
trade-outs for advertising 
space without the written per-
mission of the editor-in-chief 
and the faculty advisor. To buy 
advertising space, call the 
Highlander at 458-4152, or visit 
the office in Room 211 of the 
Student Center. 
College Internship Available for 
Fall Semester 1994 
ATI'ENTION COLLEGE STUDENT: 
Here is an opportinity to receive academic credit for 
working with a professional Scouter. The Boy 
Scouts of America College Internship Program is a 
unique educational, work, and interpersonal relation-
ship program especially designed to increase 
proactical knowldge of the role and responsibilities 
of professional Scouting. Interns will be exposed to 
administrative areas of Scouting: sales, service, fi-
nance, public relations, and personnel management. 
REQUIREMENT 
1) Must be a second semester junior or a senior. 
2) Will require a minimum of twenty hours a week. 
3) APPLICATIONS MUST BE SUBMITTED BY 
May 25, 1994 
BONUS 
1) 1,500 stipened 
2) An opportunity for summer employment at the 
Council's summer camp. 
For Additional Information Contact: 
Lynne Montrose, Internship, Loyola Hall Room 12 
' • 
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Entertainment--------------------
Naked Sun Shines on in with New Release 
By Barb Shockley 
Entertainment Editor 
Talk about perplexing! Per-
plexing could be one of the 
many words that could describe 
my feelings at this moment. 
You see, here's my dilemma. 
Take this really killer band with 
lots and lots of potential and 
energy, members widl dlisrrally 
strange sense of humor, then 
add some bizarre clothing and 
stage moves, and then top it all 
off with some very deranged 
lyrics. Now bow can I describe 
something like that??? 
Well, this happens to be one 
ofNewYork'smostinteresting 
and popular bands Naked Sun. 
I had the privilege of inter-
viewing them on the air on 
KRCX Saturday, March 19 (I 
will replay this interview on 
KRCX at a later date in case 
you missed it) then witnessing 
a very intriguing show later dlat 
evening. 
Well, Naked Sun is a four 
piece (which was a five piece, 
I'll get to that later) hailing 
from New York City. This is a 
band that bas been through eve-
rything imaginable, and that 
doesn't mean good either. 
Shortly after the formation of 
the band, the New York quintet 
got signed to a record com-
pany. The album was selling 
rather well and the band was 
doing fine ... that was until the 
band's record label went belly 
up four weeks after the release 
of the album. 
And that's only the begin-
ning of the trouble. Back in 
1991, their keyboardist Franz 
Leibkins was found dead, 
electrocuted, beside his key-
boards. He rigged the wires of 
bis instrument to a car battery 
and the other half to a chicken. 
To make a long story short, the 
chicken survived and Franz died 
That couldn't be the end of 
the faithful band. They contin-
ued, despite Franz's death and 
the next atrocious thing hap-
pened. Their guitarist Q-Tip 
was abducted shortly after the 
death of the keyboardist by a 
religious cult comprised of art 
students. Q-Tip was never seen 
again. 
If you think that is bad, it 
isn't the end. The remaining 
members Max Vanderwolf(vo-
cals and Sax), Tony B. Quag-
mire (drums) and Kenny Dell 
(bass), needed to go to therapy 
for their ordeal. Lo-and-be-
hold they found a "mute" kid 
who "looked cool." Later on 
this "mute" (aka Angus Podg-
orney Oark) became a mem-
ber of the band. (And he isn't 
mute, so I found out later). 
With all of this behind them, 
Naked Sun finally got re-signed 
to a different label, found Chip 
Ruggieri (probably the biggest 
publicist on this planet), and 
released their album Wonder-
drug. This album is comprised 
of many bi7.arre sounds and 
aggressive lyrics, but it is defi-
nitely one cool album! The 
closest thing that I can compare 
it to is Frank Zappa meets Spi-
nal Tap. (Sounds very interest-
ing!) 
It is too difficult to explain 
what these happinin' dudes 
sound like. So, listen to KRCX 
for some samples or do what I 
did, write!!! Naked Sun, P.O. 
Box 20605, Tompkins Square 
Station, New Yorlc, NY 10009. 
Special thanks to the Naked 
Sun guys especially Max and 
Tony, and thanks to Chip Rug-
gieri for the interview and show! 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Asst.Entertainment Editor 
An excited audience filled with 
people in their forties waited in 
line two hours before show time 
Friday evening remembering die 
days when they used to see 
John Hiatt, a mellow rock star 
who began recording albums in 
1974. This is the same crowd 
that is often seen at Bob Dylan 
and Rolling Stones' concerts. 
Little did the. audience know 
they would receive a shock when 
Tiny Buddy hit the stage. 
Tiny Buddy hit the stage 
promptly at 9 p.m. giving a 
totally incredible performance 
filled with heavy alternative 
guitar sounds. The trio was 
beaded by ex-School Of Fish 
member Michael Ward, who 
proved to be an extremely tal-
-ented guitar player. 
His guitar solos sounded laiger 
than life; aggressive yet me-
lodic at the same time. His 
stage presence was almost mind 
boggling as he demanded at-
tention from the audience while 
singing the band's songs. 
Sadly, Tiny Buddy left the 
stage after 25 minutes. I can 
only hope they return to Den-
ver again so they can play a 
longer set. 
Hiatt hit the stage 20 min-
utes later, giving the older 
audience everydling diey wanted 
from the start. Backed by his 
band (Michael Ward played 
guitar), he played up-beat coun-
try rock that sent everyone on 
their feet after the first song. 
Hestoodinoneplacethrough-
out most of the show, rocking 
hd and forth and making facial 
expressions throughout the 
evening. 
Mostofhis material was taken 
from his new release Perfectly 
Good Guitar. When playing 
the title song off that CD, Hiatt 
began to smash bis guitar onto 
the stage and dlen stopped it 
before it hit the ground and 
hugged it. 
Stunts like this and bis con-
stant tendency to switch from 
acoustic to electric guitar 
throughout the evening, to of-
fer variety to his two hour set, 
pl~ all of bis fans that night 













by Barb Shockley 
Entertainment Editor 
What do you get when you 
clash a bunch of Irish lads to-
gether with. a little bit of punk-
ish rock and roll and attitude? 
Of course, you get Therapy?. 
Folks, let me tell you , this is 
one powerfui' band. From the 
very second you turn the tape 
player on and slap the cassette 
in the deck and push the play 
button, somedling powerful hap-
pens. It is absolutely quizzical 
bow only a three piece band 
can make sudl wondetful noise! 
The songs throughout this 
masterpiece of Irish punk leave 
the listener continuously beg-
ging for more and more. I think 
I've listened to this album so 
much that my tape player is 
broken and my tape is worn 
out (Time to go buy the CD 
now ... ) 
From the gut-ripping guitars 
from Andy Cairns, the head-
ripping bass of Michael 
McKeeganand thethroat-grab-
bing drum work from Fyfe 
Ewing, this band totally rips 
your bead off and shoves you 
into die wall over and over again. 
(Maybe it's my one man mosb 
pit that I usually have) 
The only words I have to say 
about this new Therapy? al-
bum (Troublegum on A&M) 
is ROCK!!! Man, this album 
totally rocks and definitely is 
one you couldn't do without! 
I'm telling you man, you have 
to get this album, you really 
don't have a choice! It's way 
too good to pass up. 
Barbie D: A+++ Totally 
Killer! (Almost made me die!) 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
"I checked through our files, Mr. Robbins, and I don't see any 
openings for a life of the party.'.' 
bY John KujlWlkl 
~ Entertainment Edlol 
Concrete Blonde's final 
penonnance in Denver was a 
uue ~ A1tbwgb lhe group 
will be t,reaking up after the . 
tour's end. they certainly will 
Jeave behind a great show to 
remember them by. 
In support of their most re-
cent release Mexkan Moon, 
eoncrete Blonde played a 
superb two hour set to a recep-
tive Denver audience that was 
the result of singer/bassist 
Johnette Napolitano's stage 
presence. 
From the beginning of the set 
to the end she remained lively 
and energetic, dancing around 
with her bass guitar in her hands 
and making hand motions to 
the audience when she wasn • t 
actually playing any notes. 
Guitarist James Mankey 
seemed very calm throughout 
the entire set and focussed on 
bis playing which consisted of 
melodic guitar solos and power 
chords which wodce.d well for 
the band's alternative sound. 
Concrete Blonde with The Oblivious 
~aramount Theater, February 21, 1994 
Conaete Blonde may no longer be a band but..... · · · for t! Le . . , u,. energy they left with the audience 1s something noone will ever 
911 ft to rvit Jm Mankey, Johnette Napolitano and Harry Rushkoff. Photo courtesy of capitol Records. 
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Songs like "Ghost of a Texas 
Ladies Man" and "Days and 
Days" were played at lightning 
speed, far faster than on the re-
corded versions and this gave a 
lot of energy to the otherwise 
fairly mellow songs. The bru-
tality loud volumes of the show 
also made the songs sound far 
different than their recorded 
versions. 
Napolitano sang with confi-
dence, speaking the words in 
some parts of the songs and 
then belting them out in other 
parts. Her voice sounded the 
smoothest on such numbers as 
"Joey" and the heartfelt acous-
tic number "Mexican Moon." 
After nearly every song, she 
had something to say to the 
audience. Her short speeches 
ranged from serious political 
opinions to dry humor which 
added to the effect of the show. 
The Oblivious opened the 
show giving the audience an 
hours worth of strong guitar 
rock, with catchy, memorable 
songs and served as a good 
choice for a warm up act. 
Once Upon A Time ... A Book from Down Under 
by Barb Shockley & John 
Kujawski 
Entertalnment Staff 
Once upon a time there was 
the 80's. The music revolu-
. n revolved around techno-
p-punk. This is our tribute 
to those lost inside the 80's di-
ension. 
Have you ever wondered 
what has happened to the 
le who came out in that 
ra? Have you ever wondered 
hat it would be like to have 
usic coming from these 
le in the 90's7 Well we 
ve thooght aboot it and we're 
oing to tell you our thoughts. 
When our generation grew 
, MTV was just beginning, 
metal generation was just 
volving and the pop music 
· usterupting. When you grow 
Ider you realize how much 
OU miss the 80's music, no 
bow much you try to 
yit 
The 80s' were a revolution 
f strange music created for 
masses. No matter how 
you try to deny it, the 80's 
ere great! And, alas! Toe 
sa-e lxmbing. AD lbe mmic 
nds the same, everyone is 
. everyone else aoo there 
no originality. 
In the early 80' s the new 
ave dominated the airwaves. 
resh acts with limited talent 
ere able to say so much 
gh simplistic music. A 
of the bands' ~es were 
drough their appearana:s 
~n to sboclc people. (Men 
llh makeup, woman with no 
hair, flashy clothes, etc.) 
Let's look at some of those 
inspiring musicians ( or not so 
inspiring musicians). 
Cyndi Lauper made her de-
but in 83-84, who could forget 
her7 With her wild hairdo, her 
crared out, squeeky, annoying 
New Y ode accent, and her raggy 
clown clothes. She made a 
huge mockery of teeny-bopper 
music. 
The funny thing about the 
80' s was that these bands came 
out with enormous hits then 
disappeared in the realm of the 
music land. What ever hap-
pened to Kajaagoogoo? What 
ever happened to Tommy Tu-
tone ... 867-.5300? Or Shannon 
"Let The Music Play." What 
about Nena, Annimotion, Spao-
deau Ballet, Naked Eyes, Quar-
terflash, Lovemoy?!?!7!, Corey 
Hart, Rick Springfield, Survi-
vor, Asia,~ Night Ranger, 
Foreigner, Eddie Grant "Elec-
tric Avenue", Autograph, A-
ha. Big Country, Bananarama. 
A Flock Of Seagulls, Dead Or 
Alive, Scandal "Warrior," Pat 
Benetar, Men At Work, Men 
Without Hats "Safety Dance," 
J. Giles Band, Toto, The Th-
ompson Twins, Expose', Toe 
Euritbmics. The Motels, Ber-
lin, Head To Head. Boonie Tyler 
"Turn Around Bright Eyes," 
Kim Carnes, 111 Tuesday, Kim 
Wylde "Kids Of America," Irene 
Cara, Toni Basil "Hey Mickey," 
The Go-Go's, Missing Persons. 
W.A.S.P., Katrina And Toe 
Waves "Walking On Sunshine," 
Modern English "Melt With 
You," Soft Cell ''Tainted Love," 
ABC, Mr. Mister, Europe, Toe 
Pointer Sisters, Wang~ Chung, 
Cutting Crew, The Outfield, The 
Hooters, O.M.D., John Cougar 
Mellencamp, Swing Out Sis-
ter, Lisa Lisa and Cult Jam, 
The Time, Toe Fixx, The Va-
pors, Madness "Our House", 
Talking Heads, Simple Minds, 
Julian Lennon, Talk Talk, He-
lix "Rock You," Billy Squire, 
Powerstation, Was Not Was, 
Glen Frey, David Bowie, Mike 
And The Mechanics, Dokken, 
Devo, Stryper, Johnny Hates 
Jazz, Krokas, Y &T, Toe 
Romantics ... need we go on7?? 
These people all disappeared 
in a flash and will probably 
make no attempt at a pathetic 
comeback. A whole decade of 
80's music can't even begin to 
be covered in a short article. 
There was so many things hap-
pening in the 80' s that it is hard 
to explain it all. 
But going back through this 
and remembering it all was fun 
and worth a bunch of giggles. 
(We're crying at some of these 
ridiculous songs and clothing 
and band names ... like Kajaagoo-
goo and Johnny Hates Jazz) 
It's pathetic to believe that 
these people made an impact 
on our society. Let's remem-
ber all of these with a smile and 
thank God that today's music 
isn't as interesting ... 
(John and Barb apologize for 
the misspelling of these lustri-
ous band names) 
by Amy Random 
Entertainment Reporter 
The House Tibet is a novel 
by Georgia Savage, a writer 
from Australia This is the story 
of a young woman name.d Vicky 
and her brother James. In the 
opening scene of the novel, 
Vicky is raped by her father, 
leaving her confused and hurt. 
Knowing what happened, and 
knowing it wasn • t her fault, she 
tells her mother what happened, 
but her mother denies it. Vicky 
then seeks assistance from her 
grandmother, not realizing she 
is her fathers' mother; grand-
mother assures Vicky she must 
be mistakell, her son would never 
do that. 
Vicky then goes to her aunt 
who is a psychiatrist, but finds 
her drunk and bitter at her own 
relationship with Vicky's fa-
ther. After these experiences 
with her family, Vicky decides 
to leave her home and take care 
of herself. 
Vicky's younger brother James 
is a special child. He does not 
speak and because he is not the 
child his parents wanted, they 
become alienated from him. 
During his childhood, James is 
passe.d from school to school 
before settling in and attending 
school with Vicky. Because of 
this, their relationship is very 
close. 
James follows her as she tries 
to leave, and Vicky realizes 
she must take him with her. 
They hop on a train and go to a 
costal city which Vicky envi-
sions as a safe haven. Upon 
arrival they hook up with a group 
of run-away children and find a 
'family' . Among their new 
family members are Marcelle, 
the first person to befriend them, 
Allie, a pregnant woman, An-
gel, a blond wisp of a woman 
who has a drug addiction, and 
Joss, a Chinese boy who talces 
it upon himself to provide pro-
tection for the young woman. 
This is a story of friendship, 
love and growth. We watch 
Vicky become 'Morgan le Fay 
Christie' and James become 
'Max• as they chose new names 
and persona's for themselves. 
Max finds his voice when 
Morgan is in danger, and Mor-
gan finds compassion within 
herself that she thought did not 
exist. 
The House Tibet is an inter-
esting story filled with likeable 
characters, hard learned truths 
and a look at the life of run-
aways in Australia. Reading a 
novel by an Australian writer 
brings Australian culture to you 
in a way a text book cannot. I 
enjoye.d trying to figure out what 
the colloquialisms stood for and 
following the path of the group 
of run-away children who take 
better care of each other than 
their families ever did. 
... 
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SECURITY UPDATE 
Over the past several months, two incidents--a rape and a homicide-- have occurred at Rocky Mountain Park ( 46th 
and Lowell). Some faculty, staff, and students enjoy talking walks or jogging in the park. Security and the Denver 
Police ask that if you want to use Rocky Mountain Park, team up with a friend or two. But, even better, consider 
doing your walking and jogging (particularly late afternoon, nights and early mornings) on the Regis campus. 
On the brighter news side, the Regis neighborhood, in recent Denver Police crime rankings posted in both Denver 
newspapers, improved its standings in Denver. Last year, in the crime statistics, the Regis area was listed number 48 
out of 71 reported neighborhoods. This year Regis was number 51 on the list. 
Despite those improved statistics, the Security staff would urge everyone to always keep safety and security a prior-
ity, particularly: 
* Always lock your door when you leave your office. 
*Lock and secure your valuables at all times. 
*Immediately report any suspicious activities or per sons on campus to Security (x4122). 
Don't wait. If in doubt, call. 
*If you are leaving the office after dark, please call Security for an escort. 
*Consider doing your walking and running on campus. 
Security is available to make presentations and answer questions at staff meeting. 
Call x4122 or x3585 to schedule. 
Get Credit When You 
Discover the $48.50 Solution. 
Discover the treasure of summer courses at any of our five 
metro Denver area community colleges, where you can get many of 
your college requirements out of the way for just $48.50 a credit 
hour! You can transfer core curriculum courses such as calculus, 
chemistry, biology, English composition, speech communication, 
foreign languages and scores of others to any of Colorado's public 
four-year colleges or universities. 
If you've been wondering how to finish college sooner, or make 
up classes, just contact the community college 
most convenient to your home or work. You11 1994 Summer Schedule 
find the courses you need, a dedicated faculty, """'~=::=. 
small classes, personal attention and a cost 
that's affordable! 
So get into the swim. Day, evening and 
weekend classes start late May. Registration 
begins late April. Schedules available now. 
adl Nt,W! 
· Community College 
WEST Red Rocks Community College, West Sixth Avenue nl Simms/ Union exit, 988-6160. 
NORTH Front Range Community College, Between Federal & Sheridnn on 112th, 466-8811. 
CENTRAL Community College of Denver, Aurnrin Cnmpus, Colfnx & Speer, 556-2600. 
EAST Community College of Aurora, South ens/ of 6th nnd Chnmbers, 360-4 700. 
SOUTH Arapahoe Community College, South of Bowles off Scmtn Fe, 797-5900. 
His mothers smile, 
his fathers eyes, and 
his grandfathers A 
arthritis. • • ARTHRITIS 
fOUNO,,.TIONe 
lt>u<Soun:e 
for Help and Hope. 1-800-475-6447 
CH AO S by Brian Shuster CH AO S by Brian Shuster 
As she gazed into the _mirror, Sally realized that the kids 
at school weren't teasing ... she was, indeed, a cow. 
AND YOUR WHEELS ARE SOMETHING SPECIAL, TOO. 
There's a Ford or Mercury Just Like You ••• 
and Your Ford or Lincoln-Mercury Dealer Has a 
Graduation P~nt to Help Make it Your OWn ••• 
• $400 cash Back or • a Special Finance Rate* 
Personally speaking, what you drive says a 
lot about who you are. So why not say you're 
one of the most exciting , fun-loving, even 
sensible people going? In other words, why not 
say it with a sporty new Ford or Mercury? 
Now's the perfect time to make a personal 
statement-because the 1994 Ford & Mercury 
College Graduate Purchase Program** gives 
you your choice of $400 cash back or a 
special finance rate* when you buy a new 
Ford or Mercury. Or lease your vehicle and get 
$400 cash bock! 
Plus, Ford Credit can offer qualified applicants 
pre-approved credit up to $18,000 or the MSRP, 
whichever is lower, which could mean no down 
payment on finance purchases. You may also 
defer purchase payments for 120 days in most 
states (excluding Michigan, New Jersey, 
Pennsylvania, and Washington, DC). 
So take time out to see your Ford or 
Lincoln-Mercury dealer today and ask about 
the College Graduate Purchase Program. (It's a 
terrific way to show the world just how smart 
you rea lly are!) 
*Special Finance rote alternative and Ford Credit programs not available on leases. 
**To be eligible, you must graduate with O bachelor's or graduate de.gree, .or be enrolled in graduate school, between l /.l / 94 and 9/30/94. This program is in addition to all other notional customer ,ncent,ves; except for other Ford private offers, including the 
Young Buyer Program. You must purchase or lease your new vehicle between 1/1 / 94 and 9/30/95. Some customer and vehicle 
restrictions apply, so see your dealer for details. 





37 million Americans suffer 
from arthritis. That makes it the 
number one crippling disease in this 
country. It attacks in over one hun- · 
dred different forms. Some forms 
disable. Some disfigure. All of them 
hurt. 
If you need help. or want to 
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''High as a Kite'' 
Drug Awareness Week 
Sponsored by CHOICES and REACH 
April 4th-8th, 1994 
Monday, April 4th 
12:00-1 :00 · Kite Flying in the Quad 
12:00-1 :OOEducational Booth in the Student Center lobby 
6:30-8:00 "Drug Testing and Athletes" (field house) 
8:30-10:00 Movie Madness: "Drug Store Cowboy" in the snack bar 
Tuesday, April 5th 
11 :00-2:00 Spring Fest: Natural Highs Carnival in the Quad 
Rollerblading, Ice Cream, Volleyball, and much 
more! 
8:30-1 O:OOMovie Madness: "Less than Zero" in the snack bar 
Wednesday, April 6th 
12:00-1 :00 Mile High Council on Alcoholism and Drug Abuse Lecture in Faculty 
Lounge 
12:00-1 :OOEducational Booth in the Student Center lobby 
8:30-1 O:OOLecture on Mount Everest (Science Amphitheater) 
Thursday, April 7th 
12:00-1 :OOMood Alterations Through Music (Creative Workshop in faculty 
lounge) 
8:30-10:00 Movie Madness: "Rush" in snack bar 
..... verest 
Kanshung Face 
an illustrated lecture by 
Ed Webster 
Wednesday, April 6, 7:00 pm 




Another Peak Experience sponsored 





DID YOU KNOW? 
-Mushrooms. commonly referred to as "shrooms." 
can cause a rise in body temperature, nausea, drowsi-
ness, synesthesia (crossing over among the senses), 
and scrambling of the mental abilities for judgment 
and control. 
-LSD, which is ten times more powerful that mush-
rooms, is considered to be one of the most potent 
psychoactive drugs. 
-Ecstasy (XTC) is most frequently used by experi-
mental users in social settings to create a temporary 
feeling of euphoria. 
-Some of the shoA term effects of ecstasy include: 
fatigue, depression, anxiety, and insomnia (1-3 days 
after use). 
-Current research suggests that marijuana has the 
ability to impair the immune system, which fights off 
infections and diseases in the body. 
-Cocaine sends the body into overdrive, boosting the 
heart rate and blood pressure and body temperature. 
Ecstasy (XTC): 
The Yuppie Drug 
Ecstasy is a synthesized 
chemical which was origi-
nally created in the early 
20th century, but became 
popular as a street drug in 
the 1970's. Some college 
campuses have seen a in-
crease in this drug's use 
over the last few years as 
part of the "rave" or dance 
scene. This drug is chemi-
cally related to both hallu-
cinogens and stimulants. 
It is usually taken orally, 
but can be snorted or in-
jected as well. 
Some people who use 
this drug, otherwise known 
as XTC, Adam, X, and the 
hug drug, report a unique 





tions" such as after im-
ages, flashes, and sensa-
tions of floating. Most 
people who use ecstasy ex-
perience different side 
effects such as clenching 
their teeth, motor restless-
ness, tremors, irregular 
heartbeat, feelings of para-
noia and panic, and dehy-
dration. The day after using 
ecstasy, many people re-
port feeling drained or 
depressed. Most people 
who have used this drug 
more than once report 
building a tolerance to the 
effects. That is, they ex-
perience less of the "posi-
tive" side effects and more 
of the "negative" side ef-
fects each time they try the 
drug. 
Most people who use 
ecstasy do not get addicted 
because of the nature of 
the drug and the fact that it 
is usually used in social 
settings. The fact remains 
however, that not much is 
known about the effects of 
this drug on the nervous 
system. Some preliminary 
studies with monkeys sug-
gest that there is a neuro-
toxic effect on the sero-
tonergic nerve terminals 
which may affect brain 
functioning. Interactions 
with other drugs are also 
not well understood. Fur-
thermore, variations in dose 
and manufacturing can 
cause varying levels of 
response. There are many 
unanswered questions 
about this drug which make 
it a very dangerous type of 
experiment 
